**Content may be flagged for the following reasons:**

- Contains or promotes racism, sexism, slurs, personal attacks or any form of hate speech.
- Contains or promotes illegal activities, death threats, suicide requests/threats
- Contains or promotes clickbait, advertising, scams or script bots.

First-level moderation
(obvious hate speech, spamming, publishing personal information, needed information for events, images violate a copyright)

Action: Automatically hidden by Moderation Team

Content is hidden and a message is sent to the user using stock responses

If the user responds and requests a native speaker a language specialist will be contacted to review content

The Conference Secretariat suggests whether content should be unhidden or suggests a message to use when contacting the user for clarifications

A language specialist will be contacted for assistance if necessary

Content remains hidden

Content is modified or unflagged

Second-level moderation
(Anything concerning more politically sensitive dimension)

Action: Moderation Team flags the item for review by the Conference Secretariat

Content remains hidden

Content is modified or unflagged

Third-level moderation
(highly political or otherwise delicate content)

Action: The Conference Secretariat may choose to contact the Executive Board to determine further action

Content remains hidden

Content is modified or unflagged

The Moderation Team reviews and records all flagged items in the Moderation Table shared with the Conference Secretariat

The Conference on the Future of Europe - Moderation Procedure

The Moderation Team checks uploaded content periodically and flags content

Information on moderation activities is sent in the weekly digest

The Moderation Team updates the Moderation Table